


The Changing Media Landscape



• Television is first (41%) as a science news source.

• The internet is now second (20%)

• Newspapers and magazines are third (14%)

• In homes with broadband, 44% of young adults get their science news from the internet.

Nearly 40 million Americans rely on the internet as 
their primary source of news about science.

Pew Internet and American Life Project survey, November 2006
Funded by the National Science Foundation



Science in the national media 

• Pure coverage of science has all but disappeared in the 
national media.

• National media such as the Wall Street Journal and USA 
Today no longer have science sections.

• The major broadcast networks now cover science under 
a space, health or technology umbrella. 



Science as Technology







Science as Health

Science & Health 











Broader Impacts



Broader Impacts Criterion

1) How well does the activity advance discovery and understanding while 
promoting teaching, training and learning?

2) How well does the proposed activity broaden the participation of 
underrepresented groups (e.g., gender, ethnicity, disability, etc.)?

3) To what extent will it enhance the infrastructure for research and 
education, such as facilities, instrumentation, networks and partnerships?

4) Will the results be disseminated broadly to enhance scientific and 
technological understanding?

5) What may be the benefits of the proposed activity to society?



Past “Broader Impact” Activities

1) Partner with museums and science centers

2) Collaborate on education activities

3) Make data available to digital libraries

4) Present research findings to policy audiences

5) Participate in conferences and workshops



2002 NSF Report on Broader Impacts:

“Experience shows that while most proposers have little difficulty 
responding to the criterion relating to intellectual merit…

…many proposers have difficulty understanding how to frame the broader 
impacts of the activities they propose to undertake.”



NSF’s Response in 2002

• The agency said that it would not review any proposal 
that failed to address the Broader Impacts Criterion.

• Despite this mandate from NSF, there was still 
considerable confusion about what types of activities 
fulfill the Broader Impacts Criterion.



And now, 5 years later?

• A recent American Physical Society News article says that 
some in the scientific community view Broader Impacts as  
“confusing, burdensome, inappropriate, or counterproductive.”

• An MIT scientist describes it as “punitive.”



2007 Broader Impacts workshop suggestions:

• 1) Identify established education and outreach programs that 
scientists and NSF-funded programs could join.

• 2) Build a Broader Impacts percentage into large awards that could 
support extensive outreach projects. 

• 3) Recognize ongoing, broad-based media and public affairs 
initiatives that fulfill Broader Impacts.



Congress has now weighed in

AMERICA COMPETES requires a report to Congress on 
“broader impacts” in areas such as:

* outreach to the public
* training scientists
* disseminating research findings.



A new, emerging mandate for 
communicating science to the public

• Renewed emphasis on making the scientific process, 
research and discoveries available to the public.

• The public must understand the science it is being asked 
to support financially.

• The Broader Impacts Criterion is important to this effort.



New NSF Public Affairs Initiatives



















110 clip requests by 34 media outlets, including:

Bloomberg TV 
CNBC
PBS 

Reuters Television 
ABC 
CBS

&  
CNET 















By Miguel Llanos 
Reporter
MSNBC

The ice mass stuck to Antarctica is more than a mile thick in places and covers an area 
larger than the continental United States. But in recent years, it has been melting at 
an alarming rate: An estimated 36 cubic miles of ice disappeared into the Southern 
Ocean sea last year — 36 times as much water as Los Angeles uses annually.

Taking media to the science







Discovery Files on 300+ stations 



Discovery Files on iTunes

EXAMPLE:  NSF’s Discovery Files



iTunes





News from the Field







Special Reports



Award-winning SRs on www.nsf.gov

National Association of Government Communicators
2007 Gold Screen Award
Award of Excellence

National Association of Government Communicators
2007 Gold Screen Award

First Place







Partner Content

NSF Kids:  www.science360.gov

EXAMPLE: Video clips for kids
NSF Content









NSF’s New Multimedia Gallery
Visualization Explaining Science



Scientists & the Mass Media



Do athletes work daily with engineers, 
mathematicians and scientists?
Are some athletes engineers?
Do teams employ people with Ph.D.s in math, 
science and engineering?
Do engineers have their own weekly TV show?
Does success depend on your understanding 
of math, science and engineering?

In What Sport…





Built for Speed: NASCAR 
Physics

Dr. Diandra L. Leslie-Pelecky
NSF Press Breakfast at AAAS 2007

Photo: Robert Hilborn – Las Vegas 2006

Photo: Robert Hilborn – Penske



Workshops in LA and NY







Why?




